
 
 

 
Fiction (Y) 

Clarke, Cassandra Rose.  The Assassin’s Curse. 
Ananna abandons ship when her parents try to marry her off to another clan. But that only prompts the scorned clan to send an 
assassin after her. When Ananna faces him down, armed with magic she doesn't really know how to use, she accidentally activates a 
curse binding them together.  (Kirkus Reviews Grades 7-9) 
 
Denman, K. L.  Agent Angus. 
Angus and his best friend, Shahid, two smart misfits, embark on a criminal investigation with comedic results. (SLJ Grades 5-8) 

  
Fry, Erin M.  Losing It. 
Tired of being obese and reeling from his father's recent stroke, thirteen-year-old Bennett joins the cross country team to find out if 
there is more to life than French fries.  (SLJ Grades 5-8) 

 
Herbach, Geoff.  Nothing Special. 
The story of Wisconsin teenager and high school football player Felton Reinstein; how he relates to his friends Gus and Aleah and 
what he does when his little brother Andrew runs away on his way to orchestra camp. (SLJ Grades 9 and Up) 
 
Lawrence, Theo.  Mystic City. 
In a Manhattan where the streets are under water and outcasts called mystics have paranormal powers, Aria Rose is engaged to 
Thomas Foster and the powerful Rose and Foster families--long time enemies--are uniting politically; the only trouble is that Aria 
cannot remember ever meeting Thomas, much less falling in love with him.  (SLJ Grades 8 and Up) 

 
Leavitt, Lindsey.  Going Vintage. 
When sixteen-year-old Mallory learns that her boyfriend, Jeremy, is cheating on her with his cyber "wife," she rebels against 
technology by following her grandmother's list of goals from 1962, with help from her younger sister, Ginnie. (SLJ Grades 7 and Up) 
 
Mangum, Lisa.  After Hello: a Novel. 
When Sam and Sara's paths cross, neither one of them is prepared for what they will find out about each other--and about 
themselves when they form an unlikely partnership in search of an elusive work of art, and especially when they have only one day 
to do it.  (Booklist Grades 9 and Up) 

 
McDonald, Abby.  Jane Austen Goes to Hollywood. 
Sisters Hallie and Grace Weston couldn't be more different. Older sister Hallie thinks all the world's a stage--her stage, to be exact--
while even-tempered Grace tries to keep her dramatic sister in check. When their father dies, leaving everything to his snooty new 
wife, the sisters face a new challenge: Uprooted from their home and friends, they're forced to move into a relative's guesthouse, 
where the penniless Weston sisters try to rebuild their lives in status-obsessed Beverly Hills. (SLJ Grades 8-10) 
 

Northrop, Michael.  Rotten. 
When troubled sixteen-year-old Jimmer "JD" Dobbs returns from a mysterious summer "Upstate" he finds that his mother has 
adopted an abused Rottweiler that JD names Johnny Rotten, but soon his tenuous relationship with the dog is threatened. 
(Kirkus Grades 6-10)  

 
Pratchett, Terry.  Dodger. 
In an alternative version of Victorian London, a seventeen-year-old Dodger, a cunning and cheeky street urchin, unexpectedly rises 
in life when he saves a mysterious girl, meets Charles Dickens, and unintentionally puts a stop to the murders of Sweeny Todd. 
(SLJ Grades 8 and Up) 
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Rosenblum, Gregg.  Revolution 19. 
Twenty years after robots designed to fight wars abandoned the battlefields and turned their weapons against humans, siblings 
Nick, Kevin, and Cass must risk everything when the wilderness community where they have spent their lives in hiding is discovered 
by the bots.  (SLJ Grades 8 and Up) 

 
Rowell, Rainbow.  Eleanor & Park. 
Set over the course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed misfits--smart enough to know that first love 
almost never lasts, but brave and desperate enough to try.  (SLJ Grades 9 and Up) 
 

Yancey, Rick.  The 5th Wave. 
Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien invasion, must rescue her young brother from the enemy with help from a boy who may be 
one of them.  (SLJ Grades 9 and Up) 
 

Zarr, Sarah.  The Lucy Variations. 
Sixteen-year-old San Franciscan Lucy Beck-Moreau once had a promising future as a concert pianist. Her chance at a career has 
passed, and she decides to help her ten-year-old piano prodigy brother, Gus, map out his own future, even as she explores why she 
enjoyed piano in the first place.  (SLJ Grades 8 and Up) 
 

Fiction Series (Y) 
Gaiman, Neil.  InterWorld.  (InterWorld novels) 

At nearly fifteen years of age, Joey Harker learns that he is a Walker, able to travel between dimensions, and soon joins a team of 
different versions of himself, each from another dimension, to fight the evil forces striving to conquer all the worlds. 
(SLJ Grades 8 and Up) 

 
Mull, Brandon.  A World without Heroes.  (Beyonders) 

Fourteen-year-old Jason Walker is transported to a strange world called Lyrian, where he joins Rachel, who was also drawn there 
from our world, and a few rebels, to piece together the Word that can destroy the malicious wizard emperor, Surroth. 
(SLJ Grades 5-8) 

 
Roth, Veronica.  Divergent.  (Divergent) 

In a future Chicago, sixteen-year-old Beatrice Prior must choose among five predetermined factions to define her identity for the 
rest of her life, a decision made more difficult when she discovers that she is an anomoly who does not fit into any one group, and 
that the society she lives in is not perfect after all.  (SLJ Grades 9 and Up) 

 

Graphic Novels (Y) 
Gulledge, Laura Lee.  Page by Paige. 
When Paige Turner and her family move to New York City from rural Virginia, she tries to make sense of her new life through her 
sketchbook, and it helps bring her true personality into the open, a process that is equal parts terrifying and rewarding. 
(SLJ Grades 7 and Up) 

 
Larson, Hope.  Who is AC? 
Meet Lin, an average teenage girl who is zapped with magical powers through her cell phone. But just as superpowers can travel 
through the ether, so can evil. And as Lin starts to get a handle on her powers (while still observing her curfew!) she realizes she has 
to go head to head with a nefarious villain who spreads his influence through binary code.  (Publishers Weekly Grades 6 and Up) 
 

Non-Fiction 
Newquist, H. P.  The Book of Blood: From Legends and Leeches to Vampires and Veins. 
A thrilling and lively tour of the world of blood, from ancient history to modern science, to dark and often gruesome legends of 
vampires and plague, this book informs readers about the most important tissue in the body.  (YA 612.11 Ne)  (SLJ Grades 5-8) 
 

Yolen, Jane.  Bad Girls:  Sirens, Jezebels, Murderesses, Thieves & Other Female Villains. 
Harlot or hero? Liar or lady? There are two sides to every story. Meet twenty-six of history's most notorious women, and debate 
alongside authors Yolen and Stemple--who appear in the book as themselves in a series of comic panels--as to each girl's guilt or 
innocence.  (YA 364.3 Yo)  (SLJ Grades 5-9) 


